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Invited
Guide-Lines on Flash Memory Cell Selection

l.Introduction

Recently the needs for flash embedded logic devices is rapidly

increasing while flash technology development. has been done

by focusing on standalone high density memories. Since key

ooncerns and required qpecification are not the same, chosen

cell technology can be different from each other. Even for stand-

alone memories, more than 10 variations are existing and no

sign is seen for its technology convergence. Furthermore, in-
cteasing scaling mismatch between flash and logic devices

makes it more dfficult to realize cost effective solution. There-

fore, clear guideJines on flash technology selection is strongly

desired for coming 0.25trrm and the beyond. In this talk" impor-
tant key issues for flash devices will be addressed with discuss-

ing various pros and cons associated with technology selection,

focusing on flash embedded application.

2. Key Concerns

ProgramlErase (P lE) method

only available methods for electron injection are tunneling

and hot electron injection. The former needs high electric

field(<10MV/crn) and the later requires sufficient electron en-

ergyto surmount sio/si barrier. The choice is closely related to

oxide reliability, cell $ructute, a:r..ay architecture as well as

product qpecifications. Important criteria is bit-by-bit charging

qpeed, Irc\r/er consumption and random charging capability. Ta-

ble 1 shows various bit-by-bit alterable p/E methods. uniform-
FN tunneling is the best for power budget, but is not zuitabre for
random operation. Edge-FN tunneling to/from junction & band-

to-band tunneling@TBT) can realize low power and bit-by-bit
random operation. BTBT induced hot hole damage on oxide

can be prevented by P-channel cell. conventional channel hot

elecrron(cFlE) injectiou realizes the fastest charging speed, but

will not be appropriate for very lowpower portable application.

Cell and Array structures

Density requirement greatly affects the choice of lTrlcell and

2Trlcell(or qplit-gate). For stand-alone high densiry memories,

lTr/cell like EToX or NAND will bc inevitable. on the con-

trary, for flash embedded logic devices, NOR-based array ar-
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chitecture is essential and simple PIE method and controt CKTs

are more important . In addition, process and library compati-

bility with logic CMOS is the key.

High qpeed random accessibility will become more and more

concerns to match with peripheral CPU qpeed. Pass transistor in

the array will be indispensable to minimize bitline-delay, while

Wl-delay can be reduced by Metal strap or salicide. Vt of cell's

"1" state should be close or below zptoto rcalizn near direct Vcc

of WL. Therefore, ITrlcell or qplit-gate approaches will come-

back in low voltage, low power applications with medium den-

sity.

Reliability

Reliability assurance is the must for all NV devices. Currently,

charge retention capability and read-disturb immunity after p/E

cycling are the most imlnrtant ooncerns in flash devices[l].

Since intrinsically reliable cell should be chosen for every ap-

plication, hot holes created by P/E operation should be mini-
mized. Since n-ch edge-FN tunneling concept for bit-by-bit op-

eration has inherent hole damage difficulty, uniform-FN or p-ch

BTBT electron injection or Poly-poly tunneling cells are the

candidates. For simplicity, p-ch BTBT electron injection is the

best.

Over-erase and enatic bit problems are also minimized. Bit-by-

bit control capability should be prepared for LTrlcell structure.

Again, ZTrlcell will provides easier solution with less CKT
complexity, which can reduce oontrol CKT area.

Fabrication Process

Process simplicity and compatibility with logic CMOS become

more important to embedded devices. Simple S/D structure and

less additional mask #s are strongly desired. From this, uniform-

FN tunneling for block operation is prefbrable. For fast bit-by-

bit charging, BTBT is very effective, because. no sophisti-

cated S/D engineering is required. Moreover, it is strongly

desirable to realize EE+Flash cells with the same process.

Both cells are requested to operate with the same Vpp. If
both use the same P/E method, this is the best. The candi-

dates are again edge-FN or BTBT.
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3. Future direction

Current flash cell structure and its operation have funda-

mental limitation as shown in Table 2. Technology break-

through is strongly required for future flash survival.

Table 2. Flash limitations and possible solution[6]

Issues Solution??

I PlE mectranism/speea 
I

FN -- High Field(>l.0ltIV/an)
tor Tbnnd

< 5-10V for
fast write

DirectTunnel (SET?)CHE -- Ifigh Voltage(>--{V)
to create Hot Eoctron

Or thickness

irrdevant

Floating Gate -- Continuous

Or defed/yield/
reliability

Tirnnel ox >Ditcct tun. limit
(nsulation & eletron path)

$LC
after Cyding

l\{ar Cyde-LM

No waybelowEnm or
Newdielectric

I CubmhBlnlcde 
I

I with dnn (SET?) 
|

Scalingiltgher density

Active area scaling hard!

Multilevel >2-3 bits/cdl

Fluduation
Control

ECC
for specific market

Multi bitslCell

Basically there are two ways to rearlize multi bits/cell. The one

is multilevel(ttfl-) IzlVt storage in the same cell and the other

is multi-storage(Ms)[3] which uses different physical locations

to store charge in one oell. The former needs precise Vt control,

sensing and btter reliability, and generally performances are

not fully compatible with single bit/cell devices. Actual prducts

using 2bits/cell are available and effectively, 4-sf"/bit is real-

ized. But, in general, ML is too complicated for embedded de-

vices

The latter concepts will be more important since it,only re-

quires improved sensing while Vt control and reliability

qpecification are the same as conventional one.. In addition, MS

can be combined with ML which further improves the density to

2-2.5Fhits.

Alte rnativ e die le ctric

In order to overcome a current scaling limitation of SiOr and

rcalize e.ffective scaling, non-Sio2 based new tunnel dielectric

should be introduced. That should have higher dielectric con-

stant to achieve 2.5-3nm equivale.nt oxide thickness with pre-

venting direct tunneling as well as reasonable barrier height to

suppress thermal exited charge conduction. The film also has

less trapping characteristics and immunity against carrier injec-

tion. One candidate is high quality silicon nitride like J\lD-

nitride which shows less trapping and less SILC[4]' .

Storage structure

Poly-Si floating gate has been used as a storage node so far, but

this continuous FG structure is not robust enough against single

oxide defect and SILC. Charge storage in discrete traps(sites)

like SONOS will play more important role in future technology,

because it allows oxide defects and hot-hole induced SIrc with-

out affecting majority of stored charge.

4. Summary

Key issues for flash cell selection were discussed based on

technological point of yrew. Future important technology items

were also addressed.

In real, company's technological history and resource mini-

mization poli"y greatly affect the choice of the cell. But it should

be noted that no ultimate unified cell technology for all applica-

tions is available now. Therefore, clever cell selection should be

done for each market requiroments to gain strong cost effective

solution.
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Table L. Bit alterable operation comparison

Tr.
tvpe

Mode Electron Inj.
direction

Elliciency
(= Ig,/I)

Parallel write
bit#./ lmA

Issues Oxide reliability Cell (Name)

N-ch
Cell

CHE
SSI
Local-FN
Edee-FN

to FG
to FG
to S/D
to FG

1"0'6

L0'3

L0-3

-L

-2
-2k
-2k
-2M

Page non-writable
Complicated cell
B-t-B hole / SILC
High field / SILC

No problem
Inj. time increase
Retention/R-dtb
Retention/R-dtb

ETOX etc
SST
DiNOR / AND
NAND

P-ch
Cell

DAHE
BTBT
Edee-FN

to FG
to FG
to FG

10-3

10'2

L0'2

-2k
-20k
-20k

P/E bias design
Electron Trap-up
Electron Trap-up

?
Inj. time increase
Ini. tinre incre:rse

?
- P-ch DiNOR/
I

I PMC[7]
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